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Introduction
This paper consists of three sections.
Section A is the translation: candidates are required to translate a text of approximately
80 words from English into Italian. 10 marks are awarded for this section. For marking
purposes the text is divided into 30 assessable items and points are awarded for each
item that is 100% correct in terms of grammar and spelling. Therefore candidates will be
rewarded for their accurate handling of grammar and structures and their lexical knowledge.
Section B is Creative or Discursive Essay: candidates are required to write one piece of 240270 words in Italian choosing from three creative titles and four discursive essays. They will
be rewarded for their ability to organise arguments and ideas and to make relevant points
in response to a general issue. They will be rewarded for their knowledge and understanding
of their chosen topic and for the ability to organise their ideas. Almost three quarters of the
available marks (30 out of 45) are awarded for content (up to 15 for understanding and
response and up to 15 for organisation and development) whilst up to 15 are awarded for
language (up to 10 for range and application of language, i.e. lexis and structures, and up to
5 for Accuracy).
Section C is the Research Based Essay: candidates are required to write one piece of 240270 words on a topic that relates to one of the four main areas of research (Geographical
area, Historical study, Aspects of modern society, Literature and the arts). Their chosen topic
must also relate to Italian culture and society, essays referring to non-Italian topics will
score no marks. Candidates will be rewarded for their knowledge and understanding of their
chosen topic and their ability to organise ideas. Up to 30 marks are awarded for reading,
research and understanding (i.e. their knowledge but more importantly their analysis and
evaluation of the chosen topic), up to 9 for organisation and development and up to 6 for
quality of language.
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Question 1
This year this question seemed to produce a wide range of responses, with marks ranging
from 1/10 up to 10/10. Candidates generally showed knowledge of grammatical principles
and vocabulary but there were many instances of inconsistency.
For marking purposes the text is divided into 30 assessable sections and a point is awarded
for each section that is 100% correct in terms of grammar and spelling. The total is then
divided by 3 to provide a mark out of 10.
Therefore many items, especially when a mark was awarded for single words, were
accessible to the majority of candidates, for example nelle città italiane, sono piccole, soldi/
denaro, assicurazione, portare, il casco, se più gente/persone, i livelli
Common errors included missed accents and spelling mistakes. Many candidates lost marks
due to the absence of accents on più, città, però and è. Many also had trouble with spelling,
particularly with double consonants (the key words biciclette elettriche, piccole, obbligatorio,
ridurre). Other common spelling mistakes were “electriche”, “facilemente” and “viaggare”.
Candidates generally coped with the more straightforward elements of the translation but
also with some of the more complex structures. The gerund was often well-formed (usando)
and a pleasing number of candidates were able to deal with the periodo ipotetico contained
in the last sentence. Some candidates, however, used the English gerund “portando” to
translate the Italian infinitive portare.
Some other structures proved more challenging, particularly the formation of "allow people
to reach" where candidates often used the wrong prepositions. “To reach/raggiungere” was
also often not known.
The passive construction was often dealt with correctly, although a few candidates did not
match the correct verb form with the noun (the plural si possono risparmiare and soldi
or the singular si può risparmiare and denaro). Also, a surprising number struggled with
risparmiare choosing words such as “salvare” instead.
Other items of vocabulary were often not known: leggere (sometimes translated incorrectly
as “chiare”), assicurazione, benzina (at times translated as “petrolio”), casco (often
translated as "elmetto"), obbligatorio (translated as "compulsorio") and even inquinamento
(with the notorious "polluzione" being used instead or else “contaminazione”).
Some candidates translated “town” with “paese”. Le biciclette elettriche was often translated
as “elettroniche”. The article before le biciclette elettriche was often omitted and many
candidates had difficulty translating all’ora and used the incorrect preposition “per”.
Many bilingual or native speakers lost a couple of points for providing a loose
translationwhich strayed too far from the English original, giving the gist of the text or
even omitting sections, instead of conveying the meaning succinctly and carefully with the
required structures and vocabulary.
The responses which gained the highest marks were those which conveyed a close, accurate
and concise response to the original. Unfortunately quite a few candidates did not translate
the last sentence and lost marks as a result.
Overall the standard of the translation were more "extreme" than last year, with some
candidates appearing to lack the grammatical knowledge and attention to detail that could
be reasonably expected at this level.
Candidates must remember that accuracy is of paramount importance in this section. They
are also advised to translate the text as literally as possible, unless an idiomatic expression
is appropriate, because this section is meant to test their knowledge of grammar and lexis.
This is a reasonably good attempt where the candidate displayed a fairly good knowledge of
grammar structures and vocabulary but lost marks due to small inaccuracies, mainly spelling
errors (especially missing accents).
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Examiner Comments

Nelle citta italiane = 0 mark due to the accent missing
qualunque parte della citta = 0 mark as "qualunque" doesn't
correspond to "all" and again there is a missing accent
viaggire = 0 mark due to a missing "a" in viaggiare
25 chilometri al'ora = 0 mark due to a missing "l" in all'ora

Examiner Tip

Candidates must remember
that accuracy is of paramount
importance in this section.
They should double check their
accents, agreements and double
letters carefully.

si puo risparmiare = 0 mark due to another missing accent
dell'asicurazione = 0 mark due to a missing "s"
petroglio = 0 mark as it is the wrong word and it is also
mispelt anyway
però e più sicuro = 0 mark due to another missing accent
utilizasse queste biciclette = 0 mark due to another missing
"s"
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This candidate is quite accurate in spelling and in grammar but vocabulary is lacking at
times.

Examiner Comments

le biciclette con l'eletricità = 0 mark as incorrect word
aiutano/la gente/raggiungere = 0 mark, the candidates lost 3 sections (as defined in the mark
scheme) here by using the wrong lexis and omitting prepositions
dei 25 chilometri all'ora = 0 mark due to another error with prepositions
compulsivo/ma è più salvo = 0 mark, 2 sections missed out due to incorrect vocabulary
usassero queste biciclette = 0 mark; this a shame as the candidate was able to form the
subjunctive imperfect but failed to make it agree with gente

Examiner Tip

Candidates are advised to translate the text as
literally as possible because this section is meant to
test their knowledge of grammar and lexis.
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Question 2 (a)
This was the most popular of the three creative titles. Candidates were required to continue
the story in the first person.
Most candidates showed a good understanding of the requirements of this question and
produced many imaginative stories involving a road accident, an emergency, the birth of a
baby, friends arriving from abroad, jokes played at their own expense or even a bad dream.
Some candidates did not give plausible reasons as to why the phone was ringing after
midnight and their organisation and development was sometimes faulty as a result of this.
Some stories were not entirely plausible, therefore marks were lost. A few candidates
unfortunately created a story with no real reference to the stimulus (the telephone call) and
this constituted a misunderstanding of the title.
This story shows a satisfactory understanding of the stimulus and a satisfactory organisation
and development: there is some reference to the phone call and the story has a clear ending
but it is at times unclear and the development could follow from almost any stimulus.
Language is reasonably good as it is generally quite accurate though not faultless and
there is a wide range of appropriate vocabulary with some occasional errors (for example,
"forzata").
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Examiner Comments

The story could have been planned better, most of what
happens appears to take place some time after the initial phone call.
The same story line could have been used with a slightly different
development, for example the phone call could have been made late
at night to inform the person about the death of Laura, following the
operation.

Examiner Tip

Candidates have to write a self-contained short
story stemming from the given stimulus, therefore
planning is very important. The story should be well
thought out before they start writing.
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Question 2 (b)
This question was chosen by a small number of candidates. In this task, candidates were
expected to produce a newspaper article, therefore writing in a journalistic style was
essential to score high marks. There were some good accounts of the circumstances in
which the bicycle was stolen, where it was seen and what the person did to recover it
but some candidates produced more of a creative account, which constituted a partial
misunderstanding of the title.

Question 2 (c)
This question was chosen by very few candidates. It had to be written in the form of a
conversation. Most produced rather trivial conversations about how the people in the
photograph were going to spend the day as a family. Some used it as an opportunity to
have a debate on the new types of family, including gay marriage and gay adoption. One
candidate oddly produced an essay about birth rates in China, which clearly constituted a
misunderstanding of the question.

Question 2 (d)
Candidates were required to agree or disagree with the statement in the title. The vast
majority showed a reasonably good understanding of the question. Many candidates offered
balanced opinions about online shopping and the difficulties facing traditional shops which
cannot compete with the giants of e-commerce. More successful candidates were able to
bring up reasons such as the global market, the rising costs of rent and labour along with
the inability of most traditional shops to renew themselves and keep up with technological
innovations.
Some felt that online shopping is destroying traditional shops due to ease of use and
competitive prices. Others felt that traditional shops can survive as they provide a different
experience and more personal service and some candidates felt that traditional shops
could possibly learn and benefit from incorporating an online aspect to their business to be
able to compete and these candidates therefore saw online shopping as an opportunity for
traditional shops rather than a threat.
Some candidates, however, showed limited understanding of the question and deviated
into a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of shopping online. Other
candidates expressed their opinion and wrote about their experiences of shopping and their
responses were generally inappropriate and often irrelevant. More successful candidates
substantiated their points well although many could have developed their answers more in
relation to the title.
This response shows a satisfactory understanding of the question and a satisfactory
organisation and development.
Language is also satisfactory: there are quite a few mistakes in agreements, articles,
prepositions though verb forms are generally correct. Vocabulary and structures are
appropriate, with some lexical errors such as "clientezza" and "distruggimento".
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Examiner Comments

The candidate displays an understanding of the issue but their
stance is a bit unclear: the way the essay is developed the
issue appears to be whether online shopping is useful for traditional
shops rather whether online shopping is destroying shops.
Their final view is that retail outlets could use online shopping
to boost sales but the way the argument is developed is a bit
contradictory.

Examiner Tip

It is important to take a stance from the beginning
of the essay and stick to it throughout the essay
without rushing a conclusion in the final lines.
Planning is therefore fundamental.

Question 2 (e)
In this question, candidates had to indicate which environmental problem they considered
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the most important and justify their opinion.
Most candidates regarded global warming as being the most serious issue nowadays
and were able to substantiate their point of view by supplying many valid and wellinformed reasons. Others focused on air pollution or the destruction of natural habitats or
deforestation as their central argument.
All of the responses were relevant in terms of topic but some candidates misunderstood the
question and talked about several environmental problems without focusing on the one they
consider to be most serious, thus failing to show good understanding of the question as a
result.
Others did not really justify their choice as they mentioned causes and/or solutions to their
chosen issue instead of focusing on the effects. Many candidates had obviously studied this
topic and the level of topic-specific vocabulary was good.
This essay demonstrates a good understanding of the question, as the candidate considers
various implications of the issue, and a good organisation and development, with a clear
stance throughout the whole essay. There are grammar and lexical mistakes which impede
communication at times.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate clearly states that in their
opinion the most serious environmental
problem is global warming. Various
relevant points are made to sustain this
view though some parts are slightly
irrelevant (recycling) but there is an
introduction and a clear conclusion.

Question 2 (f)
14
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Examiner Tip

This candidate needs to improve the
quality of language: the essay is difficult
to read as some parts are unclear due
to the many mistakes, both in terms of
grammar and vocabulary. Some mistakes
are quite significant, such as "tempo
globale" for temperatura, which impedes
comprehension.

Candidates had to express their own opinions on the concept of “a just war”. The majority of
candidates were definitely against war, as it is never right to kill innocent people, although
many also agreed that war might be necessary to protect people and human rights or to
stop terrorism.
World War I and II were mentioned together with the contemporary wars in Afghanistan,
Iraq, Syria and terrorism and ISIS.
Some candidates approached it by giving their opinions on whether violence is justified and
as a result they lost marks.
Most candidates who chose this title had strong views and were well informed on current
issues and answers were relevant to the question and generally well-developed. Many
essays were very interesting and really pleasant to read.

Question 2(g)
This was the second most popular question.
Most candidates were able to state what they felt a world without television would be
like. Candidates were expected to reply using the conditional and formulate hypotheses but
some candidates failed to use the conditional.
Many offered a balanced view; however, some candidates simply wrote about the
advantages and disadvantages of television itself rather than what the world would
hypothetically be like without a television and as such they failed to fully understand the
requirements of the question and lost marks as a result. Others partly misunderstood the
idea of a world without television and said that it would not make much difference in future
because we can watch television on the internet.
This essay displays a very good understanding of the issue and many aspects of the
question are addressed. Development and organisation are logical and clear. Language is
very good, generally accurate and varied despite the odd lexical slip.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate is one of those who believe that there would be both
advantages and disadvantages of a world without television: people
would be healthier and more sociable, the negative influence of TV role
models would be removed but people wouldn't be well informed and
wouldn't be able to help those in need, plus we would miss one popular
and cheap form of entertainment.
Many advantages and disadvantages are considered and developed in
a logical manner, with a very clear stance and a balanced conclusion.

Examiner Tip

This is a very good example to bear in mind when
trying to produce a balanced essay.

Question 3 (a)
18
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Candidates were required to explain to what extent the artistic and cultural heritage was
exploited in the region or town studied. Many candidates did show knowledge of a place and
were able to describe some key buildings and monuments but most struggled to provide
any real evaluation of the extent to which the artistic/cultural heritage is exploited. Some
mentioned tourism but there was no significant degree of analysis and points were generic
and not well-substantiated. Answers were mostly descriptive and analysis was often simply
implied or not very sophisticated at best.
Many essays did not demonstrate in depth reading and research but just a superficial
knowledge of the topic.
The candidate demonstrates a limited understanding of the question set. There is some
organisation and development but with limited conclusions being drawn. From the language
point of view communication is satisfactory.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate demonstrates a superficial knowledge
of Venice and its cultural elements. Only two main
points are mentioned: Carnevale and Murano's glass.
Carnevale is addressed in very general terms, with
possibly some inaccuracies, and without evaluating
how it is exploited by the city. The same happens with
Murano's glass, where some barely relevant details
about its history are mentioned but its importance for
the city is not analysed. The candidate does not take
into consideration any of the monuments or art in
Venice.

Examiner Tip

Points must be substantiated
with data and facts should be
evaluated.

Overall there is virtually no analysis and limited reading
and research.
With a choice like Venice the candidate could have
mentioned a number of monuments and cultural
traditions (San Marco, Accademia, various churches,
etc.) but very little is mentioned. The candidate should
have assessed how these are exploited. However, they
only mention that the cultural and artistic aspects of
the city are exploited a lot without substantiating this or
explaining how.
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Question 3 (b)
The most common periods chosen for Historical studies were Fascism and Risorgimento.
The majority of candidates found it difficult to identify a historical event. Frequently, a
whole period was cited as having an impact on ordinary people rather than a significant
event.
More successful candidates described a specific event but with little evidence of analysis
and evaluation of the event. For example, those who did identify an event mentioned the
Spedizione dei Mille and showed knowledge of the event and made a few comments about
the unification of Italy but points were not well-substantiated and evaluation was limited.
Only few candidates managed to illustrate how the chosen event had affected ordinary
people. Most responses were too generic and many appeared to be pre-rehearsed essays on
a historic period as the question in the title was hardly addressed.
This candidate demonstrates an adequate understanding of the question with some evidence
of reading and research. Organisation and development are also adequate. Communication
is good as the language is mainly accurate and appropriate with a good range of lexis and
structures.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate managed to identify an event (la Spedizione dei Mille)
and made some points about its importance but mainly its impact
towards the unification process rather than analysing the impact this
event had on ordinary people. I cittadini italiani are mentioned but
with little detail. The candidate clearly chose the most significant
event at the beginning of the essay and developed his point with a
clear conclusion. However, the main idea being developed is the impact
of the Spedizione dei Mille on the unification of Italy rather than on
the people, therefore development is not really effective towards
answering the question set.

Examiner Tip

This candidate has clearly carried on some research and had an
understanding of the question set but partially lost sight of it as the
essay developed, with a tendency to be a bit too narrative rather than
analysing the facts. The candidate could have scored much higher
if they had focused more on the question in the title and had included
more details about how the unification of Italy affected ordinary
people.
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Question 3 (c)
The question on Aspects of modern society produced essays that were too generic and
which were more of a discursive essay rather than research based. Youth, technology, the
economic crisis, mafia and immigration were commonly chosen aspects.
Most candidates did not show much evidence of reading and research which resulted to no
real conclusions being drawn. Many expressed their opinion but did not substantiate them
with enough data.
This candidate displays a limited understanding of their chosen topic with not much evidence
of reading and research. Organisation and development are just about adequate as times is
repetitive. Communication is satisfactory, with an adequate range of lexis and structures.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate did not select one aspect of society but
looked at various aspects starting off with young people
and drugs, with a passing reference to road accidents,
then moving on to the economic recession, then
unemployment, then again young people abandoning
school (and taking up the drugs issue again) and finally
family ending up in poverty. All of these points are not
really substantiated and this resulted to an unorganised
essay.
The candidate should have concentrated on one or
perhaps two aspects of society and evaluated their
impact on society - whether society had changed in a
positive or rather a negative way - in more depth. Points
should have been substantiated by data stemming from
some in-depth research. As it is, the essay is quite
superficial.
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Question 3 (d)
This was by far the most popular choice for question 3.
The most popular texts/films were still “Io non ho paura”, “La vita è bella”, “Cinema
Paradiso”, “Volevo I pantaloni”.
Responses were varied but it was clear that many candidates knew the chosen work in great
detail whereas others merely had a superficial understanding of it.
Candidates generally demonstrated evidence of reading but many responses had a tendency
to be narrative: the work studied was recounted in great detail but the question was not
addressed or they spent too long describing and narrating the ending so that they had few
words left for the evaluation of whether or not it was effective and why.
More successful candidates were able to express why the ending of the novel or film was
effective and to substantiate their responses by analysing to what extent.
Candidates were obviously free to choose their own stance as long as points were wellsubstantiated which they usually were, although a few candidates retold the plot and
discussed themes without adapting them to the title. The majority of the responses were
about Io non ho paura.
Most candidates discussed the novel and a few discussed the film version. Most of the
candidates showed knowledge of the ending although a few only made passing reference
to the events at the end. Analysis varied from a very quick reference to the title to more
sophisticated but many felt that the ending was effective as it brings together the themes
of the book/film. Some candidates mentioned the dramatic effectiveness and the tension at
the end and the effect of these on the reader/viewer. There were also many responses on La
vita è bella.
Again candidates generally showed knowledge of the ending although some gave a synopsis
of the whole film and this was not what was required. Most considered the ending effective
as it is tragic yet comic at the same time and also some felt that the fact that Guido killed
is not the resolution that one might expect from a film and as such was more realistic and
therefore effective.
There were a few reasonably good answers on Cardella’s Volevo i pantaloni.
Candidates felt the ending was effective for different reasons, some felt that the story had
come full-circle but that Annetta had finally got control of her life after deciding to go to the
police and that marrying Nicola was in fact a positive step for her. Others felt that marrying
Nicola was a sign of the unchanging nature of the society and that the effectiveness lies in
the fact that although Annetta had tried to be different she conforms at the end and that it
ultimately shows the futility of her struggle.
Many candidates opted to study different works this year like “Io e Te” by Ammaniti and the
film “Mine Vaganti”.
As usual, there were some instances where candidates did not score any points as they
wrote about non-Italian films or texts.
This year there were also a few instances of candidates who did not specify which text/film
they were writing about: it can be impossible to identify a work if the title is not provided,
especially with less able candidates who do not provide even the names of the director or
the main characters.
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This candidate demonstrates a very good understanding of the question set and of the
chosen text. Organisation and development are good as the material is well planned and
well sequenced.Communication is also good as language is mainly accurate and appropriate
with a good variety of lexis and structures.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate displays a very good knowledge and understanding of the chosen
text, Io non ho paura. The essay starts off with a detailed but concise description
of the events at the end of the book. Most of the essay is then devoted to
analysing the reasons why this ending is effective. This analysis is articulated
in three main points, which are generally relevant and fully substantiated by
references to the text. The essay is also well organised, with an introduction, a
logical development and a clear conclusion.
The candidate has focused clearly on the question set and has answered it fully.
Most points are relevant, the only part that could possibly have been omitted is in
the introduction (the references to lupi mannari/uomo nero - the reason for this
paragraph is probably to give a brief overview of the whole story, which maybe
could have been addressed better). Still, this is one of the best essays on this
text.  
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

for the Research-based essay, candidates are reminded that they must choose a theme
which belongs to one of the four main topic areas, and it must link specifically to Italian
culture and/or society

•

in order to access the full range of the marking criteria, candidates should attempt using
more complex structures with greater accuracy, such as the subjunctive and periodo
ipotetico

•

focus on accuracy in the use of the language. The most common errors are in verb
conjugation, prepositions, articles and agreements being the most common mistakes

•

practice more on the reading and interpretation of the essay questions

•

remember the importance of writing within the specified word limit. This is particularly
relevant to creative essay writing.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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